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QUESTION: 1
Programmers are having issues with the RPG compiler, and it has been determined
that a fix must be ordered. Which type of PTF is most appropriate?

A. Fix groups
B. Service packs
C. Individual fixes
D. Cumulative PTF packages

Answer: C

QUESTION: 2
An administrator plans to use a single LPAR and Management Central to manage
PTFs for other systems in the enterprise. What is the most important consideration
when deciding the baseline?

A. All systems are the same OS level.
B. All systems are at the same PTFGRP level
C. All systems are at the same test fix level.
D. All systems are at the same Cumulative level

Answer: A

QUESTION: 3
IBM i provides the capability to use digital certificates to sign objects. What
objects, other than Programs (*PGM). Service programs (*SRVPGM) and
Modules (*MODULE) may be signed?

A. Libraries(*LIB)
SQL Packages (*SQLPKG)
B. Query definitions (*QRYDFN) Journals (*JRN)
C. Populated save files (*FILE SAVF) Commands (*CMD)
D. Message queues (*MSGQ) Populated data Queues (*DTAQ)
E. Physical files (*FILE PF-DTA) User Profiles (*USRPRF)

Answer: A

QUESTION: 4
User HOK tries to login and received the message "User profile cannot sign on."
What is the most likely cause for the error?
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A. The user's profile has been deleted.
B. The user's profile has been disabled.
C. The OMAXSIGN system value is set to 1.
D. The OMAXSGNACN system value is set to 1

Answer: D

QUESTION: 5
What is the purpose of System Managed Access Path Protection (SMAPP)?

A. To prevent excessive I/O queuing when updating access paths
B. To automatically save file access data for security auditing
C. To improve application run time by providing‘short cut’to data
D. To reduce recovery time byjournaling changes in access path size and location

Answer: B

QUESTION: 6
Why is Network Address Translation (NAT) a benefit to corporations?

A. It converts MAC addresses to IP addresses
B. It allows corporations to hide private addresses from the public.
C. It links specific portions of an internal network with corporate cost centers.
D. It enables protocol conversion between network entities such as SANs and
application servers

Answer: B

QUESTION: 7
Which command(s) will change the QBATCH subsystem to process 10 jobs at the
same time?

A. CHGSBSDSBSD(QSYS/QBATCH)MAXJOBS(10)
B. CHGSBSDSBSD(QSYS/QBATCH)SEQNBR(10)
C. CHGSBSDSBSD(QSYS/QBATCH)MAXJOBS(10)RESTART(*IMMED)
D. CHGSBSDSBSD(OSYS/QBATCH)JOBS(10)
ENDSBS SBS(QSYS/QBATCH) OPTION(*IMMED) RESTART(*YES)
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